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The WARC Rankings launch annually in March. You can view the rankings and find further details 
and data at warc.com/rankings
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Lead media

Between 2015 and 2018 …

Creative strategy

Campaign objective

Hard metrics

Soft metrics

Television

Social media

Online video

Mobile & apps

Outdoor, out of home

34%

18%

16%

14%

9%

Emotion

User generated content, 
participation

Storytelling

Sustainability, responsibilty

Informative, educational

52%

33%

26%

25%

24%

Build brand equity

Awareness

Sales growth: increase 
value/volume

61%

54%

51%

Sales

46%

48%

75%

75%PR value

Social media, buzz

Brand health/ 
equity measures

Awareness

54%

62%

Retail

Technology & 
electronics

Automotive

16%

11%

11%

38%

332

126

33

Sector

Charts show the  most-selected tags for each chart; not all data is shown

 Ideas awarded both 
creatively and for 
effectiveness are 
almost twice as likely 
to lead with TV as any 
other channel

Emotion is used in more 
than half of the ideas

They focus their 
objectives on brand 
building

Measurement  
is focused on sales,  
PR and social media

They are most likely to 
come from the retail 
sector

characteristics of the 126 most  
creative and effective ideas:

Ideas also 
awarded for 

effectiveness

Ideas ranked 
in the WARC 
Creative 100

Ideas also ranked 
in the WARC 

Effectiveness 100

38% of ideas ranked in the WARC Creative 100 between 2015 and 2018 were also awarded 
for effectiveness in a show tracked by the Effective 100. This equates to 126 case studies.

We have analysed these successful ideas to see the make up of a creative and  
effective idea...

These 33 ideas are both 
highly creative and highly 
effective. We've compiled 
them into a downloadable 
deck at warc.com/
healthofcreativity.

How many 
highly creative 
campaigns are 
awarded for 
effectiveness?  

Each year, WARC tracks the results of the top 
regional and global award shows for creativity, 
media and effectiveness for its WARC Rankings. 

Using the rankings data, we wanted to assess 
the health of creativity, to see how often highly 
creative work is also effective.

The Creative 100 tracks campaigns awarded for 
creativity, and the Effective 100 tracks campaigns 
awarded for effectiveness.

We compared the two lists to see how many 
highly creative ideas were subsequently 
awarded for effectiveness.  

Note:  analysis excludes government and non-profit campaigns. One 'idea' can include several campaigns or award wins
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